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Abstract

Smart agriculture applications (monitoring, sensing, automation and control) of micro-climate and environmental conditions for different agriculture production sectors and scales, decision-makers and researchers need to take it into consideration to strengthen the efforts of mitigation and adaption of climate change impacts as well as maximize the natural resources use efficiencies and food production. Motivate the farmers to implement smart agriculture applications, especially in developed and poor countries, strong cooperation for technology transfer and build up the technology infrastructure of information and communication (ICT) plus the internet of things (IoT).

Introduction

Smart agriculture applications varied regarding the agriculture systems, practices, operations and processes. The next Figure (Figure 1) illustrates the different application categories of smart agriculture in general. Each category has many applications targeted to increase the profit yield, optimize the natural resources use efficiency, minimize the climate change impacts and conserve the environment.

Smart agriculture is concerned with advanced technology in growing food sustainably with rationalizing the use of natural resources, especially water. The information management and analysis systems implement to make the best possible production decisions, at the lowest costs, as well as the automation of agricultural practices such as irrigation, pest control, soil control and crop control (USAID 2016). The most interesting smart agriculture application could be summarized by Madushanki, et al. 2019 and Kanumuri [1] as follows:

![Figure 1](https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.acee.1001045)
1. Smart agriculture weather station based on IoT,
2. Design, control, and management of irrigation system and fertigation program
3. Smart management of different agricultural systems
4. Monitoring the growth stages of crops and animals,
5. The applications of drones and robots in monitoring, control, alarm and process,
6. Integrated pest management,
7. Accomplish arduous agricultural work through automated mechanization,
8. Smart harvesting process management,
9. Smart Market chain management.

In a scientific survey done by the author team for pioneer farmers under Egyptian conditions, more than 300 farmers presented their concerns on smart agriculture and their needs that matched above mentioned as follows:

1. Smart agriculture weather station for early warning against extreme weather events (efficient, low cost, friendly use and operation and etc.),
2. Smart irrigation system and management based on the applications of weather data, or directly via soil moisture sensors or both (smart automation control for irrigation system On/Off, time, monitoring the soil moisture and alarming for irrigation system problems),
3. Estimate the irrigation requirement based on IoT,
4. Monitoring system for micro-climate and environmental condition of open field and greenhouse crops as well as for different animal husbandry and pasture,
5. Automated control systems for micro-climate and environmental condition of the greenhouse, soilless culture systems, aquaculture, aquaponic and different scales of animal husbandry,
6. Smart Integrated pest management (to identify the pest and symptoms and address the right management approach and application),
7. Administrate the fertigation program (estimate the fertilizer requirements, monitor the EC, pH, the injection process, the fertigation efficiency),
8. Monitoring the growth stages and healthy status of crops and animals,
9. Accomplish arduous agricultural work,
10. Harvesting process (Recommended the harvesting date, time, method, and post-treatment),
11. Market chain (management of packing, transportation, storehouse, e-trading, e-commerce),
12. The applications of drones and robots in monitoring, control, alarm and process, (integrated application of remote agriculture mechanization, remote sensing via drones and robots, computer vision, machine learning and artificial intelligence) are absent completely not just for ordinary farmers but also for researchers, private sectors and decision-makers.

Detecting micro-climate (Air temperature, relative humidity, light intensity, carbon dioxide (CO₂), wind speed, etc...) and the environmental conditions (soil moisture, substrate and nutrient solution temperature, EC, pH, dissolved oxygen index (DOI), water level, etc...) through different sensors as well as smart automation control (developed borders (microcontroller and microprocessor) and actuators) integrated with the internet of things (IoT) provides the right decision, to mitigate climate change impacts and extreme weather events and to avoid the human mistakes on agriculture systems and production. IoT allows for machine-to-machine interaction and controlling the soilless culture and aquaponic systems autonomously and intelligently employing deep neural networks [2-12].

The author has different practical contributions to smart agriculture applications such as the following:

- The smart hydroponic greenhouse prototype established included two systems of hydroponic culture (Nutrient Film Technique (NFT) and Deep Flow Technique (DFT)). The greenhouse prototype was designed with artificial-grown light and a cooling pad system with a polycarbonate sheet cover. Smart monitoring and control systems based on Arduino Mega 2560 are programmed via the Arduino IDE program. Different sensors and actuators were wired to sense and monitor the micro-climate measurements on the LCD screen (DHT 22 (temperature and RH %), TSL 2561 (light intensity)) and environmental conditions (TDS sensor, pH kit, float switch (tank level) and waterproof temperature (solution temperature)) plus 4 channel relay module to implement smart automation of agricultural operations (cooling, ventilation, pumping, air supply, alarm and solution heating). Based on the Internet of Things (IoT) via Node MCU esp 8266 is programmed to transmit the data every 30 min. via Wi-Fi web google platform (Firebase) for presenting the real-time records and hosting the data. The smart hydroponic greenhouse pilot illustrated good performance in monitoring the micro-climate and environmental conditions. Agricultural operations control worked according to the programming of Arduino Mega with high efficiency. Node MCU esp 8266 transmits the collected data to the internet.
The smart plant factory was designed and established based on a metal frame (90 x 120 x 200 cm) in 3 layers (30 lettuce plant/layers). The NFT technique was used in producing lettuce under different artificial light levels. The artificial grown light differed in intensity (81 watts = 6800 Lux, 108 watts = 9180 Lux and 162 watts = 13600 Lux) and type of LED lamps (Pulp and tube). The monitoring and smart control systems were established based on Arduino Mega 2560 as a smart hydroponic greenhouse prototype but with control for EC and pH of the nutrient solution plus a Camera to present visual monitoring. The system is under development regarding unsatisfying results of lettuce yield quality.

Smart weather stations with smart irrigation management were developed for sensing and monitoring micro-climate conditions (air temperature, RH %, light intensity and soil temperature) as well as detecting and controlling soil moisture level. A resistive Soil moisture sensor was developed to avoid the low efficiency with a high cost of the available types in the market.

Identifying tomato healthy state through optimized deep learning algorithms for tomato leaf disease and computer vision. The models were deployed on a Raspberry Pi 4 in order to build an Internet of Things device capable of tomato leaf disease detection (Figure 2).

---

**Conclusion**

Let’s agree, what’s innovation today, it’s traditional tomorrow. Innovative smart agriculture technologies still have a lot of potential for all agriculture production sectors that face a lot of climate change risks, to match the food security needs and maximize the natural resources use efficiencies.
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